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Analyser
30 minutes is all it takes to make
a complete evaluation of any
refrigeration, air conditioning or
heat pump installation.

CUTSENERGYCOSTS
SERVICINGCOSTS
AND DOWN TIME

The high accuracy electronic ETM2000 Analysercan
be used for practically any type of compressor cooling
system.

It measures all the operating values and cöefficients,

THENPROCESSESTHEDATAAND
DISPLAYSTHECALCULATEDRESULTS,
ena bling the system efficiency to be accurately
assessed. Allin half an hour.

FASTAND EASYTO USE
No previousexperience of computerised measuring

techniques is necessary. Anyservice engineer can use
this electronic Analyser. Itsuse has achieved proven
improved running economy through lower energy
consumption and less down time.
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Because the Analyser is constantly calculating and
displaying the system's performance from the input
data (as against simply monitoring/logging) it enables
instant system tuning. The result of any adjustment to
the system is displayed immediately.

FLOW MEASUREMENTNOT NECESSARY
The Analyserworkswithout measuring flowor without

entering or disturbing the system flow in any way.

The method measures cooling and heat capoeity
withan accuracy difficultto achieve withfixed installed
flowmeasurement. The equipment not only gives
power data but also all other ready-ca/cu/ated va/ues
necessary to evaluate and adjust the installation.

The Analysers special menus, shown on itsdisplay
screen, facilitate fast correction of the expansion valve
and the fillingof refrigerant or any other necessary
servicing operations.



WELL-PROVEN

The ETM 2000 has been tested and approved
by Sweden's Central TestEstablishmentas weil as

in thousands of field testson all types of different
installations.-
ADVANTAGESFOR

ALLAPPLlCATIONS

. PlantCommissioning

. Finaland Warrantyinspection

. Capoeity checks

. Troubleshooting

. Regularservicingwithdocumentation of power
consumptionand general condition

. R& D and QA - Manufoeturersof systems,
equipment and components

MEASUREMENTPARAMETERS

The Analyser measures Temperatures, Pressuresand
active Electrical Power, then calculates the inputs and
displays the following at intervals as required:

. Cooling/HeatingCapoeity

. HeatFactor/CoolingFactor

. EvaporatingTemperature

. DischargeTemperature

. Subcooling

. ElectricalPower

. CompressorEfficiency

. CondensingTemperature

. Superheat

. EnteringEvaporation

. LeavingCond.

The performance figures also can be printed out as
hard copy on a portable printer.

BRIEF TECHNICALDATA

MeasuringAccuracy:
C~P
Electrical Power

Cooling/Heating Capoeity
Temperature
Pressure

5%
2%
10%
:t 0.2°C
:!:1%

Dimensions
Size:310 x 135 x 70mm

Weight: 1.1kg (excl. batteries, transducers, printer)

Temperature Sensors
- 50°C to + 85°C and - 50°C to + 150°C

PressureTransducers

l OOpsi,0-7 bar and 500psi, 0-35 bar

PowerTransducers

3-phase and single phase.
Current transformers l 00 and 500A
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MÄTTEKNIK AB

Masmastervagen 2, Box 11096. 5-161 11 Bromma,
5weden
Tel: 08-25 28 75. Fax: 08-80 11 10

UK OFFICE:
ETM Mätteknik AB, 25 Park Avenue, Brentwood. Essex
CM132QL
Tel: 0277 211924


